
      

LET US KNOW PEACE

Living in a time where body disorders nickname is motivation              

 those in their own hell inhale

 (1) morgenfrisk snoring became thin white line snorting

refusing to give something a shot turned to drinking one instead

when did the reward of an injection go from the euphoria of a lolly to 
that of substances such as molly?

knowing phrases like (2) "nepenthe is the new black"

shooting heroin due to the lack of a hero-in their lives

existence of causal mental illness and beautiful pain- oxymoron’s all 
around like a dry hurricane- deserted souls causing mass 
destruction on the hateful and the (3) viridity

Take your (4) lotus eating diet to consuming reality instead.

See everyone has their own triggers, one thing coming out of 
something.

but before hurting a life know that you´ll affect others with (5) viraag

Imagine living in (6)livsnjutare then having that taken away from you

That´s what happens by those who take concept as beautiful as 
(7)sturmfrei and turn it into a hatred filled state.

So many lives that woke up stressing about staying in fashion, 

not knowing they would end up (8) aliferous.

Living in a world full of irony, 

heartbeats thumping to the music in Orlando-

having their PULSE ended in that nightclub

Automobiles functioning as a means of transportation to being the 
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very same reason why some never moved again in France

Mosul park where kids on a seasaw saw what they will never un-see

Let me tell you, there is nothing pleasant about this type of  (9) 
siping.

What a tragedy when (10) Whoosis becomes a last worry, as all the 
life-less bodies become another number on the news

My prayers go out to those who unknowingly (11) absquatulate and 
those who guilt themselves for not appreciating one another before it 
is too late.

Call me a forever (12) peripatetic because no matter where I go I 
cannot seem to find serenity knowing there are people out there 
justifying such horrendous actions

This does not mean we shall give up, promote the (13) orenda, 
excuses aside it is time to feel it all inside.

starts from within, what we one day want to portray, to begin this 
worldly change- let us know (14) peace.
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